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Melting of gold clusters

C. L. Cleveland, W. D. Luedtke, and Uzi Landman
School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0430

~Received 3 February 1999!

Investigations of the thermal evolution of structural and dynamic properties of gold nanocrystalline clusters
of variable size~Au75, Au146, and Au459! were performed using extensive molecular-dynamics simulations
employing embedded-atom interactions. These studies reveal that the thermal evolution of these clusters is
punctuated by diffusionless solid-to-solid structural transformations from the low-temperature optimal struc-
tures~truncated-decahedra for Au75 and Au146, and a face-centered-cubic structure with a truncated-octahedral
morphology for Au459! to icosahedral structures. These structural transformations are precursors to the melting
transitions which occur at temperatures below the bulk melting temperature of crystalline gold, and they are
intrinsic to the thermodynamics of the clusters. The melting scenario revealed by the simulations for these gold
clusters differs from that involving thickening of a quasiliquid wetting surface layer, and in addition it does not
involve at any stage of the thermal process dynamic coexistence where the cluster fluctuates between being
entirely solid or liquid. For the larger cluster, Au459, a thermodynamic~icosahedral! solid-liquid coexistence
state is found in the vicinity of the melting transition. The occurrence of polymorphic solid structures, that is
a cluster containing simultaneously decahedral and icosahedral parts, is discussed in light of early observations
of such structures via high-resolution electron microscopy.@S0163-1829~99!16231-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Melting of material clusters is a subject that has be
studied theoretically and experimentally for a rather lo
time. Indeed, the decrease of the melting temperature
small materials aggregates with reduction of their size, d
cussed as early as 1871 by Lord Rayleigh,1 has been ob-
served and studied rather extensively,2–21 and issues pertain
ing to the nature of the melting process and the existence
properties of equilibrium phase coexistence in finite syste
continue to be a subject of current interest.

In addition to the aforementioned reduction in melti
temperature, some of the main findings about melting
clusters include the following~i! Broadening of the melting
transition, and the appearance of a characteristic S-sh
loop in the caloric curve~i.e., total energy plotted vs tem
perature! in the transition region.~ii ! The occurrence of
structural isomerizations upon heating~driven by vibrational
and configurational entropy considerations4–6,8,16,22!, signi-
fied ~in simulations! by changes in the slope of the calor
curve prior to melting.~iii ! Surface premelting, analogous
that found in studies of heated extended surfaces.23 ~iv! Gen-
eralization of the~bulk! concept of equilibrium thermody
namic phase coexistence to include ‘‘dynamic coexisten
~DC! states, occurring in relatively small clusters where
the vicinity of melting an individual cluster may fluctuate
time between being entirely solid or liquid.7,8,11 In the DC
regime, which was observed in molecular-dynamics~MD!
simulations, the issue of time scales is of importance,
results depend on the length of the observation time rela
to the mean interval spent in the different phases and to
transit between them. Additionally, it has been shown t
true solid-melt phase coexistence may occur in sufficien
large clusters,8,14 and the nature of such states~that is non-
wetting, partial wetting, and complete wetting geometri!
has been explored.~v! Recent experimental observations18,21
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of nonmonotonic dependence on size~i.e., number of atoms!
of the melting temperature of sodium clusters, sugges
possible correlation with cluster ‘‘magic number sequence
~that is enhanced stability of clusters of particular siz
originating from electronic shell effects and/or atomic ge
metric packing arrangements!. ~vi! The occurrence of icosa
hedral precursors to melting of gold clusters, revealed
MD simulations, where at elevated temperatures the mel
process was found to be punctuated by solid-to-solid str
tural transformations to icosahedral structures.20

In this paper we focus mainly on the issue of structu
transformations@~vi! above#, through MD studies of gold
clusters of increasing size: Au75, Au146, and Au459. These
clusters belong to a~discrete! family of gold clusters, iden-
tified through theoretical and experimental investigations.24~a!

Furthermore, comparison between theoretically predic
and experimentally measured x-ray scattering intensities
tablished the structural evolution in this family of go
clusters.24 Accordingly, clusters of this family in the range o
70–250 atoms~effective diameters of 1–2 nm! belong to a
truncated decahedral~Dh! motif;24~a! in particular, the opti-
mal ~low-temperature! structure of Au75 and Au146 are Marks
decahedra (m-Dh), where re-entrant~111! facets are intro-
duced via a modified Wulff construction16,25,26 to optimize
the clusters’ energetic stability through a balance betw
surface and strain energy contributions. Consequently, th
structures~see Fig. 1! are designated as Au75 m-Dh ~2,2,2!
and Au146 m-Dh ~3,2,2!; for the meaning of the indices
~m,n,p!, see Fig. 1. On the other hand, larger gold clust
belonging to the above mentioned family assume fa
centered-cubic~fcc! structure with a truncated-octahedr
morphology~TO! and variants thereof (TO1);24~b!,~c! specifi-
cally the optimal structure of Au459 is a fcc crystallite with a
TO1 morphology~see Fig. 1!.

The paper is organized as follows: pertinent details of
MD simulations and analyses are described in Sec. II.
5065 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Top: Energy-optimized atomistic structures of the three gold clusters studied. The two smaller clusters are Marks deca~a!
Au75m-Dh(2,2,2) and~b! Au146m-Dh(3,2,2), with the~m,n,p! indices as indicated in the schematic drawing. The Au459 cluster shown in
~c! is fcc with a truncated-octahedral morphology, TO1. For each of the clusters we display plots of the caloric curve~top panel! and
diffusion constants~bottom panel! vs temperature, obtained from constant energy calculations~in the caloric curves we give the total energ
per atom,E/N!. ~a! Au75: for the diffusion constant~bottom panel!, the solid dots correspond to values obtained for the whole cluster,
for pointsC, D, E, andH the squares and open circles correspond to diffusion constants calculated separately for atoms in the in
region of the cluster@of radius 3.78 Å from the cluster center of mass~CM!# and in the outer shell~e.g., for atoms distanced by more tha
3.78 Å from the CM!, respectively.~b! Au146: in the bottom panel values of the diffusion coefficients at pointsD andE and a point between
F andG, were calculated, in addition to the total cluster~solid dots! for atoms:~i! in the inner core region of the cluster~i.e., a sphere of
radius 3.85 Å about the center of mass, denoted by squares!; ~ii ! in a shell 3.25 Å,r ,5.85 Å denoted by crosses; and~iii ! in the outer shell,
r .5.85 Å ~denoted by empty circles!. ~c! Au459: in the bottom panel only values of the diffusion constant of the whole center are sh
~solid dots!. The total energyE is in units of eV,D in 1026 cm2/s, andT in K.
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sults of our simulations are presented in Sec. III, and they
summarized in Sec. IV.

II. SIMULATION PROCEDURE

In our molecular-dynamics simulations we used the sa
embedded-atom method~EAM! many-atom interaction po
tentials employed by us previously in studies of the lo
temperature size dependence of the structural motifs of g
clusters,24 and in our investigation20 of the melting of Au459.
In integration of the classical equations of motion we use
fifth-order Gear predictor-corrector algorithm with a tim
step of 3 fs.

For each cluster we started with the low-temperat
energy-optimized structure~see Fig. 1!, taken from the
predicted24 discrete family of optimal structures~i.e., ‘‘magic
re

e

-
ld

a

e

number’’ sequence! which has been confirmed
experimentally.24 In each case, the system, with zero angu
and linear momenta and constant energy, was initially equ
brated near room temperature for 1 ns. After that period
copy of the system was made, its energy was increased~by a
fixed amount! by uniformly scaling the atomic velocities
and a new higher~constant! energy simulation was started, i
parallel with continuation of the simulation of the lowe
energy system. This procedure was repeated, yielding
caloric curves displayed in Fig. 1. The energy increme
which we used were 0.5 eV for Au75, 1.0 eV for Au146, and
3.0 eV for Au459.

In calculations of the properties of the systems, the fi
nanosecond of the simulations at each energy~i.e., for each
mean kinetic temperature! was excluded~with even larger
initial periods excluded as needed, particularly near tran
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FIG. 2. Atomic diffusion coefficient~Ref. 27! histograms for the three gold clusters, calculated at the lettered points, correspond
those indicated in Fig. 1.D is in units of 1026 cm2/s.
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tion regions!. Globally time-averaged properties~such as ki-
netic temperatures, radial distributions, and structure fact!
were averaged for at least 1 ns, and for much longer time
the vicinity of transition regions where fluctuations are mo
pronounced. Dynamic properties, such as an individual
om’s potential energy, its diffusion, or its position~the latter
for use in common neighbor analysis calculations, see
pendix A! were averaged over 30 ps.

III. RESULTS

In this section we present the results of our simulatio
for three gold cluster sizes, Au75, Au146, and Au459. To fa-
cilitate comparisons between the three cases we have ch
when possible, to display our results in a ‘‘parallel’’ mann
that is, group together the analysis pertaining to a giv
property for the three systems. Our discussion focuses
~Sec. III A! on caloric evolution of the clusters~caloric
curves, diffusion, and fluctuations!, turning then to a detailed
analysis of structural aspects of the thermal process~Sec.
III B !.

A. Caloric curves, diffusion, and fluctuations

In Figs. 1~a!–1~c!, corresponding to Au75, Au146, and
Au459, respectively, we display at the top the caloric curv
that is the total energy per atomE/N of the cluster, plotted
s
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t-

-

s

en,
,
n
st

,

versus the mean kinetic temperaturekBT5@2/(3N
26)#^S i 51

N (mv i
2/2)&, where the angular brackets denote a

eraging over time~typically 1–3 ns!, and kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. At the bottom panel of each figure we sh
plotted vs T, the corresponding diffusion coefficientD,

evaluated for each temperature as the slope ofR2̄(t)/6
[(1/6)^^S i 51

N ur i(t)2r i(0)u2&&, wherer i(t) is the vector po-
sition of the i th atom, and the averaging denoted by t
double angular brackets performed over both the atom
the cluster and over time origins. We also include in t
bottom panels the diffusion coefficients at selected temp
tures, calculated for atoms assigned to different regions
the cluster~see below!.

In all cases the caloric curves exhibit the following beha
ior: ~i! a linear increase of the energy with temperature at
low- and high-temperature regimes, and~ii ! pronounced
changes~‘‘breaks’’! in slope@see intervalsCD, DEFG, and
ABCD in Figs. 1~a!, 1~b!, and 1~c!, respectively#, as well as
smaller features for the two smaller clusters@seeAB in Fig.
1~a! andLA in Fig. 1~b!#. These breaks in the slopes of th
caloric curves correlate with discontinuities in the corr
sponding calculated diffusion coefficients, indicating th
most likely they signify the occurrence of structural and
~at least, partial! phase transformations~see below!. As we
discuss below melting of the clusters occurs in the vicinit
of the points markedE, G, and C on the caloric curves in
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FIG. 3. ~a! Au75 trajectory plots for atoms in a 4-Å-thick slice through the cluster, centered about the center of mass of the
calculated after equilibration of the cluster. Trajectories are shown for pointsC, D, E, and H ~see Fig. 1!. In each case the upper tw
trajectories and bottom ones were calculated~each! for time spans of 300 ps with the two time intervals separated by 800 ps. This allow
to visually estimate temporal changes~or lack thereof! in the cluster behavior during the constant energy simulations at these selected p
In each case the trajectory on the left is projected onto the~x,y! plane, and the one on the right is projected onto the~y,z! plane; spreading
~larger width along thez axis! of the trajectories projected on the~y,z! axis indicates enhanced atomic diffusion. The values on the ax
the trajectory plots are distances in units of Å.~b! and ~c! Same as~a!, but for the Au146 @in ~b!# and Au459 @in ~c!# clusters. Here for the
selected stages~indicated by letters, see also Fig. 1! we display only one 300-ps trajectory, viewed in each case in the~x,y! and~y,z! planes.
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Figs. 1~a–c!, respectively, that isT(75);550 K, T(146)
;625 K, andT(459);760 K.

Added information pertaining to the degree of atom
diffusion27 in the clusters, is given in Figs. 2~a!–2~c! where
histograms of the atomic diffusion coefficients are shown
selected stages@corresponding to lettered points marked
the corresponding caloric curves, Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#. From
these histograms, in conjunction with the corresponding
jectory plots shown in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! we observe the fol-
lowing.

~a! For the Au75 cluster@Figs. 2~a! and 3~a!#, the diffusion
of atoms up to~and including! the temperature correspond
ing to pointC@;480 K; see also Fig. 1~a!# is very small. The
diffusion is markedly increased upon increasing the m
kinetic temperature~T;485 K, point D! and grows gradu-
ally in the interval DE (485 K<T<550 K). Note, however,
that throughout this interval the diffusion remains rather li
ited. Furthermore, one may distinguish concentric atom
shells in the heated cluster, and the diffusion occurs ma
within these shells with limited atomic transport betwe
them. For temperatures aboveT(E);550 K, the diffusion
grows linearly with temperature at a significant rate„note the
break in the slope of the diffusion coefficient at pointE @Fig.
1~a!#… and the diffusive motion becomes isotropic with t
r

-

n

-
c
ly

diffusive atomic trajectories encompassing the whole clus
@see pointH in Fig. 3~a!#. It is also of interest to note her
that overall the evolution of the atomic diffusive motion wi
increasing temperatures does not seem to initiate predo
nantly at the surface of the cluster, although~particularly at
lower temperatures! a small number of atoms~particularly
vertex and edge atoms! may be preferentially mobile on th
surface. Note here that even after the melting transition
diffusion constant of atoms in the inner part of the cluster
smaller than that of atoms in the outer shell@compare the
values marked by the square and empty circle for pointH in
Fig. 1~a!#.

~b! For the Au146 cluster@Figs. 2~b! and 3~b!# the increase
in the atomic diffusion is localized to the surface region up
point E @T(E)5610 K, see Fig. 1~b!#, with a marked in-
crease upon transition fromE to F ~near 610 K!, where in the
latter state atoms at both the surface and the interior of
cluster exhibit enhanced diffusive dynamics.

~c! For the largest cluster, Au459 @Figs. 2~c! and 3~c!#, we
observe limited diffusive motion, localized to the surface
gion up to pointB. However, in contrast to the smaller clu
ters, a further increment in the cluster’s total energy is
companied by partial melting of the clusters, resulting in
coexistence state with an interface between part of the clu
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FIG. 4. ~a! Au75 cluster. Time evolutions of the kinetic temperature~T, left scale! and estimated diffusion constantD8 ~right scale! at
various stages indicated by letters~see Fig. 1!. In each case, the temperatures are displayed for points along the trajectory separate
fs, with the white traces corresponding to 30-ps averages. The diffusion constantsD8 where estimated~using the same 30-ps time interval!
from the slope of the line connecting the beginning and end points ofR2(t) ~see text!, and averaged over particles and time origins. Note
changes in scale ofD8 ~on the right axes!. Temperature is in K, andD8 in 1026 cm2/s. ~b! Same as in~a! but for Au146. ~c! Same as in~a!
but for Au459. Note the change inT andD8 at stageB, occurring at;1.6 ns and corresponding to a partial surface melting of the clus
The decrease inT and increase ofD8 at stageC, occurring att<1 ns, correspond to the partial structural transformation of the cluster,
the changes inT andD8 at stageD for t<0.3 ns correspond to melting of the cluster.
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maintaining a crystalline structure and another part exhi
ing liquid characteristics@see C in Fig. 3~c!#. Further in-
crease in the energy of the cluster results in collapse of
whole cluster into a liquid droplet with a dramatic increase
the diffusion.
t-

e

In this context we comment on temporal fluctuations
the clusters’ kinetic energy and atomic diffusion. One of t
principal observations pertaining to the thermodynamics
small clusters is the one concerning dynamic coexisten
This term pertains to temporal fluctuations between equi
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FIG. 5. ~a! Au75 cluster. Number of atoms plotted versus distance~r, in Å! from the center of mass of the cluster, displayed for the th
stages indicated by letters~see Fig. 1!. ~b! Same as in~a! but for Au146. ~c! Same as in~a! but for Au459. In the panel markedB the light
dotted curve~shifted upwards! corresponds to calculations with the atom closest to the center of mass as the origin. This distinction d
affect the other curves.
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rium states of a cluster~e.g., solid and liquid!, with indi-
vidual clusters transforming between being in a solid form
some time interval and in a liquid form at another; equiv
lently, this term refers to an ensemble with a fraction of t
clusters in the ensemble being solid and the other frac
comprised of liquid clusters, but not to clusters comprised
solid and liquid parts simultaneously. To explore fluctuatio
in our systems in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b! we show the kinetic
temperatures and diffusion coefficientsD8 for Au75 and
Au146 at selected stages, plotted versus time;27 here the ki-
netic temperatures and the diffusion coefficients were ev
ated as short-time averages (Dt;30 ps) over the simula
t
-
e
n
f
s

u-

tions. In both cases we observe enhanced fluctuations in
kinetic temperature and the diffusion as the total energy c
tent of the clusters is increased; note that since in each s
of these microcanonical simulations the total energy of
cluster is conserved, an increase in the kinetic energy is
companied by a decrease~that is a more negative value! in
the potential energy, and vice versa. From these figures
observe that the fluctuations are enhanced at points co
sponding to ‘‘transition stages’’@that is breaks in the caloric
curves, see Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. However, we have not de
tected any instances of dynamic coexistences, neither h
we found at any stage solid-liquid phase coexistence for
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PRB 60 5071MELTING OF GOLD CLUSTERS
two smaller clusters. On the other hand the larger clu
(Au459) exhibits true phase coexistence, as discussed be
@see also the trajectory plot corresponding to pointC in Fig.
3~c!#. The temporal fluctuations of the kinetic temperatu
and diffusion near the melting transition for the Au459 cluster
are displayed in Fig. 4~c!, again showing no indication o
dynamic coexistence fluctuations between wholly solid a
liquid forms of the cluster. The changes in the temperat
and diffusion at the beginning of the time intervals, se
particularly for the stages markedC andD in Fig. 4~c!, sig-
nify partial melting accompanied by a structural transform
tion ~see below! at stageC, and completion of the melting
process at stageD.

B. Structural analysis

We turn next to more detailed examinations of the evo
tion of structural characteristics of the clusters. In Figs. 5~a!–
5~c! we display for the three clusters, at selected poi
marked on the corresponding caloric curves@Figs. 1~a!–
1~c!#, the number of atomsN plotted versus the distanc
from the center of mass of the cluster. From these ra
atomic distributions we observe for the two smaller clust
@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#, early obliteration of their detailed crys
talline structure occurring already at rather low temperatu
compared to their melting temperatures. However, we n
that this loss of detail occurs at temperatures for which
atomic diffusion in the clusters is rather low. From th
above, coupled with inspection of atomic configurations,
conclude that the aforementioned fluctuation patterns in F
4~a! and 4~b! originate from enhanced thermal vibration
motion in the crystalline clusters~thermal softening!, rather
than from early liquification~premelting! of the clusters. For
the larger (Au459) cluster, on the other hand, we obser
distinct crystalline features in the radial distributions up
the melting region@i.e., see pointB in Fig. 5~c!#, indicating a
smaller degree of thermal enhancement of the atomic vi
tional motions~particularly in the inner shells! than that ob-
served in the smaller~less coordinated! clusters.

The type and degree of crystalline order in the clust
and their thermal evolutions are analyzed in Figs. 6~a!–6~c!,
where we display signatures obtained from a common ne
bor analysis~CNA!28 for selected stages of the simulatio
~see Appendix A!. In this analysis we distinguish betwee
signatures characteristic to a strictly fcc crystallite@denoted
by a– f and given left to the vertical dashed dividing line
Figs. 6~a!–6~c!#, and those (g–m) shown to the right of the
dashed dividing line, occurring only in multi-twined~deca-
hedral or icosahedral! crystallites ~here we include also
Marks-decahedral structures!; CNA signatures which do no
belong to either of these classifications are denoted by ‘
and are taken as corresponding to a disordered and/or m
atomic configurations. Because the structural transformat
which we find involve icosahedral isomers which share si
lar CNA characteristics with the decahedral ones, the C
analysis of such transformations is more complicated for
Au75 and Au146 clusters@which are of decahedral (m-Dh)
morphology at low temperatures# than for the fcc truncated
octahedral Au459 cluster. Nevertheless, examination of Fi
6, together with the time evolution of the CNA signatur
recorded at selected stages@Figs. 7~a!–7~c!# and visual in-
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spection of atomic configurations, allows identification of t
type of structural transformations which the clusters unde
prior to melting.

From Figs. 6~a! and 7~a! we observe a marked change
the CNA characteristics of Au75 occurring in stageB, corre-
sponding toT;350 K. This change is expressed mainly b
an increase in the amplitude of the indeterminate signatu
~‘‘?’’ !, and an increase in the amplitudes of the signatu
marked~i! and ~k!. The increase in the weight of signature
~i! and ~k! indicates the emergence of icosahedral chara
in the cluster. Indeed, both these signatures are higher i
icosahedral structure than in a decahedral one;~i! corre-
sponds to edges between two adjacent~111! facets, of which
there are ten in an ideal decahedron and 30 in an icos
dron, and~k! corresponds to surface vertices of which the
are two in a decahedron and 12 in an icosahedron. We
observe from Fig. 7~a! ~stageB! the abrupt nature of the
transformation~at ;1.5 ns!. We note here that the structura
transformation to a partial icosahedral isomer is signified
a small change in slope on the caloric curve@see the sequen
AB in Fig. 1~a!# and is diffusionless@see Figs. 1~a! and 2~a!#.
Interestingly, the ~partial! icosahedral structure which
emerges already at a rather low temperature maintains u
close to the melting of the cluster@point E on the caloric
curve, Fig. 1~a!#. A polymorph of the Au75 cluster, exhibiting
interfacing decahedral and icosahedral parts, recorded
stageA prior to the more complete transformation occurri
in stageB, is shown in Fig. 8. Later in stageA, after forma-
tion of the polymorph the cluster completely reverts to
original decahedral form@see Fig. 7~a!#, suggesting that this
solid-solid transformation may reflect the existence
mechanisms by which the decahedral˜icosahedral transfor-
mation can proceed in stages instead of happening ev

FIG. 6. Histograms of CNA signatures~see Appendix A! for the
three clusters~a!–~c!, at selected stages indicated by upper-ca
letters~see Fig. 1!. The dashed vertical lines separate fcc signatu
~left of the line! from icosahedral~and decahedral! signatures~right
of the line!. The CNA signatures~marked by letters!, are explained
in Table I, Appendix A.
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FIG. 7. ~a! Au75 cluster. Time evolutions of the CNA signatures~see Table I, Appendix A! at selected stages, indicated by letters~see Fig.
1!. ~b! Same as in~a! but for Au146. ~c! Same as in~a!, but for Au459.
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where at once. The ability of gold to accommodate su
high-strain intermediate states may underlie our observat
of icosahedral precursor states during the thermal evolu
of gold clusters. Similar behavior is found for the Au146 clus-
ter, with the Dh˜Ih transformation occurring atT;510
@see the stage markedB in Figs. 6~b! and 7~b!#, although we
have not isolated stable polymorphs for it.

As we noted, identification of the occurrence of icosah
dral precursors to melting is easier for the large fcc-TO Au459
cluster. Indeed, from Figs. 6~c! and 7~c! we observe the oc
currence of icosahedral signatures in stageC signified par-
ticularly by the abrupt increase in the amplitudes of the CN
signaturesg ~corresponding to twining planes! and i. At this
stage which occurs just prior to melting the~transformed!
icosahedral part of the cluster coexists with a~pendant! liq-
uid part @see the panel markedC in Fig. 3~c!#.
h
ns
n

-

The structural transformations discussed above,~which
are driven by the vibrational and configurational entropy
the clusters at elevated temperatures22! are reflected in the
scattering functions shown in Figs. 9~a!–9~c!, calculated us-
ing the Debye formula.29 In these plots we included the sca
tering intensity from ideal icosahedral structures,~of sizes
close to the given clusters!, equilibrated at the temperature o
the transformation~see dashed lines above the solid line c
responding to the structural transformation stage!. In each
case the structural transformation of the cluster is signifi
by a change in the peak-pattern and/or line shape of
scattering function@compare the lines markedB in Figs. 9~a!
and 9~b!, and the line markedC in Fig. 9~c! to the scattering
function traces below them, corresponding to pre-transit
structures of the corresponding clusters#. We note that past
the structural transformation stage~and including the com-
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PRB 60 5073MELTING OF GOLD CLUSTERS
plete melting of the cluster!, the variations in the scatterin
functions are rather mild and subtle.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper we reported results of extensive molecu
dynamics simulations employing embedded-atom inter
tions, aimed at investigation of the melting of gold cluste
of three sizes, i.e., Au75, Au146, and Au459. At low tempera-
tures ~e.g., room temperature! these clusters are crystalline
with Au75 and Au146 having energy optimized truncated
decahedral structures, and Au459 being an fcc crystallite with
a truncated-octahedral morphology~see Fig. 1!.

The main finding of our study pertaining to the therm
evolution of these gold clusters is the occurrence of str
tural solid-to-solid transformations from the above lo
temperature optimal structural motifs to icosahedral str
tures, as precursors to melting, with their eventual melt
below the bulk melting temperature of gold@TM(bulk)
51090 K, calculated with the use of the same EAM intera
tions#; from our simulations we estimate cluster melting te
peratures of TM(75);550 K, TM(146);625 K, and
TM(459);760 K @see Figs. 1~a!–1~c!#. The temperatures a
which these diffusionless structural isomerization transf
mations occur are predicted to be;350 K, and;510 K for
theDh˜Ih of Au75 and Au146, respectively and;760 K for
the ~fcc! TO1

˜Ih of the Au459 cluster~see Figs. 6 and 7!.
The thermal/structural evolutions of the two larger clust

FIG. 8. Polymorph of the Au75 cluster, recorded during the MD
simulation, exhibiting a cluster with interfacing decahedral a
icosahedral parts. The polymorph occurred at;1 ns during stageA
@that isT;360 K, see Fig. 1~a!; see also Fig. 7~a!, top-left frame#,
and the structure converted back to the decahedral one after;2 ns
@see the time dependence of the CNA signatures in Fig. 7~a!#. The
decahedral part is marked by numbers~1,2,3! and the icosahedra
one by letters~A,B,C!. The whole polymorphic Au75 cluster is
shown at the top left. At the bottom left we show, separately,
icosahedral part, and the decahedral part~rotated to expose the in
ternal interface! is shown at the top right. At the bottom right w
also display the piece of a perfect icosahedron corresponding to
icosahedral part~bottom left!.
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are illustrated by the configuration/property plots shown
Fig. 10 (Au146) and Fig. 11 (Au459) of Appendix B, where
atomistic energetic and mobility characteristics are super
posed on atomic cluster configurations recorded at sele
stages of the thermal process.

The melting scenario predicted by our simulations diffe
from that described previously, where no such structu
transformation precursors were found, and the thermal e
lution involved solely surface premelting, where lower coo
dination and weaker bonding of surface atoms~particularly
at edges and corners between surface facets! leads to ther-
mally activated processes resulting in formation of a surf
wetting quasiliquid layer atT,TM(bulk). While we indeed
find enhanced mobility of surface atoms at elevated temp
tures, for the range of cluster sizes studied here we do
find a quasiliquid wetting layer which grows in thickne
consuming eventually the whole cluster. Instead, the hea
process in punctuated in these clusters by the aforementio

e

he

FIG. 9. Large-angle x-ray powder-diffraction intensitiesI (s)
plotted vs momentum transfers ~in nm21!, for the three gold clus-
ters. In each caseI (s), incorporating the atomic form factor of gold
and averaged over the simulations~i.e., calculated for individual
atomic equilibrium configurations evolving dynamically, and th
averaged!, is given for various stages corresponding to the points
the caloric curve shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line correspond
I (s) for an icosahedral cluster~of size close to that of the corre
sponding cluster, thermalized to the temperature of the solid
just below it!.
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structural transformation into an icosahedral structure@which
in the case of the larger cluster (Au459) coexists with a~pen-
dant! liquid ~melted! fraction#; see the panel markedC in
Fig. 3~c!, culminating eventually in melting of the cluste
Additionally, we do not find any indication in our simula
tions for dynamical coexistence, where the whole clus
fluctuates in time between solid and liquid forms@see Figs.
4~a!–4~c!#; this is to be distinguished from the soli
~icosahedral!-liquid coexistence mentioned above.

In closing, we remark that certain types of structural flu
tuations in small particles have been discussed previo
~Refs. 4–6; see the review in Ref. 16! in the context of
high-resolution electron microscopy studies~mostly for me-
tallic particles, such as silver and gold, larger than th
treated by us here!. Several models were proposed to expla
such findings~that is observations that a single particle w
change in time, in an apparently random manner, betwe
single crystal, a lamellar twin, a decahedral multi-twinn
particle, or an icosahedral structure!. These models include
~i! the involvement of some relatively violent process~e.g., a
Coulomb explosion,30 an Auger cascade,31 or charging5,32!,

FIG. 10. Cluster configuration/property plots for Au146 at se-
lected stages of its thermal evolution@L, C, E, andG; see Fig. 1~b!#.
In the first three columns, configuration/energy plots are displa
@with the shading following the potential energy scale~in eV! at the
top#. Configuration/diffusion plots are displayed in the fourth a
fifth columns~with the scale ofD in cm2/s given at the top!. The
configurations in the first and fourth columns correspond to
Au146 cluster shown in Fig. 1 viewed along the normal to the pa
that is, looking directly into a decahedral notch. The configurati
in the second column correspond to a view of the cluster after a
rotation aboutx ~the horizontal axis!. The configurations in the third
and fifth column correspond to a view obtained via cutting
cluster in the middle with a meridian~north-south! plane normal to
the page~the cut line is indicated in column 2!, followed by a 90°
left rotation of the cluster~i.e., the plane of the cut lies in the plan
of the page, allowing view of atoms in the interior of the cluste!.
Note the change of the shape of the cluster associated with
m-Dh˜Ih structural transformation~compare configurations in th
left two columns at stagesL andC!.
r
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and ~ii ! intrinsic thermodynamic models, postulating stru
tural coexistence associated with a relatively ‘‘soft’’ config
rational energy surface,6,16 and the effect of vibrational en
tropy on structural isomerization.13 Our results support the
latter models, in showing that the structural-transformatio
~icosahedral! precursors to the melting transition of~isolated!
gold clusters, are indeed of intrinsic thermodynamic natu
rather than the results of electronic excitations, charging
other extrinsic effects, thus providing insights into the natu
of phase transformations of metal particles of reduced
mensions. In this context we also note our finding pertain
to the occurrence of polymorphic particles~see Fig. 8, where
a cluster made of an icosahedral and a decahedral part jo
at an interface, is displayed for Au75!. Interestingly such
polyparticles~though of a much larger size! were found via
high-resolution electron microscopy,33 where it has been
suggested that indeed such configurations may correspon
local energy minima stable to small perturbations. Our fin
ing may constitute confirmation of these early studies.
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FIG. 11. Cluster configuration/property plots for Au459 at se-
lected stages of its thermal evolution@L, A, B, C, andD; see Fig.
1~c!#. Configuration/energy plots~with shading following the poten-
tial energy scale, in eV, shown at the top! are displayed in the first
column and configuration/diffusion plots in the two other column
The configurations in the first and second columns correspond
view of the Au459 cluster shown in Fig. 1 along a normal to the pa
@i.e., normal to the~100! front facet of the cluster#. The configura-
tion on the right was obtained via the planar cut and rotation
scribed in the caption to Fig. 10~the cut line is indicated in the
second column!. An expanded color version of this figure, includin
the CNA signature, can be found as Fig. 2 in Ref. 20.
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TABLE I. Atomic CNA signatures in terms of bond CNA signatures, for various atomic arrangem
~environments! pertinent to our study. The letters in parentheses correspond to those used in Figs. 6 an
the CNA signatures. Listed for each atomic environment the total number of nearest neighbors~#bonds!
followed by a list of the corresponding CNA signatures with the number of times each occurs in paren
The information in this table corresponds to the ideal~perfect! structures.

Environment # bonds CNA~#! CNA~#! CNA~#! CNA~#! CNA~#!

fcc bulk ~a! 12 421~12!

fcc ~100! surface~b! 8 421~4! 211~4!

fcc ~111! surface~c! 9 421~3! 311~6!

fcc ~111!-~100! edge~d! 7 421~2! 311~2! 211~3!

fcc ~111!-~111! edge~e! 7 421~1! 311~4! 200~2!

truncated octahedron
vertexa ~corner! ~f! 6 421~1! 311~2! 211~2! 200~1!

icosahedral internal twinning
plane~g! 12 422~6! 421~6!

icosahedral spineb ~h! 12 555~2! 422~10!

icosahedral surface edge~i! 8 422~2! 322~2! 311~4!

icosahedral central atom~j! 12 555~12!

icosahedral surface vertex or 6 555~1! 322~5!

decahedral axial vertex~k!

truncated icosahedral vertex or
decahedral notch vertexc ~l! 7 422~1! 322~1! 311~2! 300~1! 200~2!

decahedral notch edged ~m! 10 422~2! 421~2! 311~4! 300~2!

tetrahedral edge 6 311~4! 211~2!

bcc bulk 14 666~6! 444~8!

aA vertex atom such as one on a truncated octahedral cluster of fcc material at, for example, the inter

of a ~111!, a (11̄1), and a~100! surface plane.
bAn atom in the row of atoms on the line connecting the central atom of an icosahedral cluster and on
surface vertex atoms. This signature also occurs for atoms on the axis of a decahedral cluster betw
two axial vertex atoms.

cThe removal of an icosahedral vertex atom leaves five new vertex atoms with this signature whic
formerly been on an icosahedral edge. The vertex atom on a~notched! Marks’ decahedron~see Fig. 1! at the
intersection of two adjacent capping~111! planes at the inside corner of the notch has the same l
environment.

dAtoms on the inside edge of a decahedral notch, between the two decahedral notch vertices.
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APPENDIX A: COMMON NEIGHBOR ANALYSIS

We employ the method of common neighbor analysi28

~CNA! to characterize local atomic environments within t
clusters. We identify a given atom’s nearest neighbors
simply those closer to it than an appropriately chosen
tance r c , which we take as 3.5 Å, midway between th
nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor shells in fcc gold. Re
from this analysis for these clusters are insensitive to
precise value ofr c . We speak of each pair of neares
neighbor atoms as being ‘‘bonded’’ and being connected
a ‘‘bond,’’ but this merely denotes a geometrical relationsh
and not a chemical one.
.
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CNA fundamentally operates by categorizing such bon
Each of a bond’s two atoms has a set of nearest neighb
the intersection of those two sets comprises the neighb
that the two atoms have in common. CNA characterizes
bond by examining this set of common neighbors and sp
fying three numbers:~1! the total number of atoms in the se
~2! the total number of bonds between atoms in it, and~3!
The number of bonds in its largest contiguously bonded s
set. While in general a given CNA bond signature may c
respond to more than one possible common-neighbor c
figuration, in practice this is not a problem in this stud
Thus in a fcc bulk crystal, each nearest-neighbor pair sha
four common neighbors, among those common neighb
two disjointed bonds are found~so that the longest chain o
bonds has only one member!. Thus the CNA signature of the
bond is 421. Since all 12 of the bonds of each atom in a
crystal are the same, we say that the local environment o
atom with 12 nearest neighbors each of which has a
CNA signature is that of fcc bulk.

Similarly an atom in a hexagonal-close-packed bulk cr
tal ~or equivalently one on a twinning plane in a fcc crysta!
has six bonds with the 421 signature and six with a 4
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signature. Table I lists the CNA signatures for some of
interesting atomic environments considered in this stu
Note that classification of an atomic environment as
scribed above is inherently conservative in the sense th
only one bond fails to match a possible signature, that
nature is entirely rejected. In order to find configuratio
which are near to that of fcc bulk, for example, it is nece
sary to explicitly catalog any signatures one wants to ch
acterize as having that property and track them separate

APPENDIX B: CONFIGURATION/PROPERTY. PLOTS

The thermal evolution may be illustrated and summariz
through the configuration/property (c/p) plots, shown in
Figs. 10 and 11 for the Au146 and Au459 clusters, respec
tively. In these figures we show, for selected stages of
thermal evolution of the clusters@marked by letters corre
sponding to those denoted on the caloric curves, Figs.~b!
and 1~c!#, atomistic energetics and mobility characterist
~calculated per atom! superimposed on the correspondi
atomic cluster configurations~an expanded colorc/p plot for
the Au459 can be found as Fig. 2 in Ref. 20!.

In both figures we display in the left column atomic co
figurations, at the marked thermal stages, correspondin
the orientations of the Au146 and Au459 clusters shown in Fig.
1, viewed along the normal to the page. For both clusters
observe at low temperatures~L in Fig. 10, andL and A in
Fig. 11! that the superimposed atomic potential energ
~shaded according to the energy scales given at the top o
figures! ‘‘trace’’ the structural features of the cluste
~truncated-decahedral for Au146 and fcc-TO1 for Au459!,
with edge and corner atoms characterized by lower bind
energies~less negative values of the potential energyU,
ll
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shaded lighter! than those of facet and interior atoms. For t
Au146 cluster we show also in the second column of Fig.
configuration/energy plots corresponding to a~top! view
along the axis connecting the top and bottom vertex atom
the decahedron~that is, a view obtained via a 90° rotatio
about the left-rightx axis of the decahedron shown at the t
left corner of the figure!. Additionally, we display in the
third column of Fig. 10 configuration/energy plots obtain
via cutting of the cluster shown in the second column with
meridian~north-south! plane normal to the page followed b
a 90° left rotation of the left half of the cluster, thus allowin
a view of the cluster interior. The configuration/diffusio
plots in the fourth and fifth columns of Fig. 10 correspond
the cluster configurations shown in the first and third c
umns, respectively. For the Au459 cluster the configuration
diffusion plots in the second column of Fig. 11 correspond
the cluster configuration shown in the first column, and tho
displayed in the third column correspond to configuratio
obtained from that shown in the second column throug
meridian-planar cut followed by rotation as described abo

The structural transformations are evident from inspect
of Figs. 10 and 11; see thec/p plots corresponding to stag
C in Fig. 10 (Au146) showing am-Dh˜Ih transformation
with no indication for enhanced atomic diffusion, and tho
corresponding to stageC in Fig. 11 (Au459!. Moreover, from
the configuration/diffusion plot shown in the third column
Fig. 11~stageC!, we observe that the transformed crystalli
solid icosahedral part of the Au459 cluster is in equilibrium
coexistence with a liquid~melted! part which does not we
the solid fraction@see also panelC in Fig. 3~c!#. Eventual
melting of the clusters is observed in stagesG ~Fig. 10! and
D ~Fig. 11!.
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